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Considering shes a girl who calculates
everything, Addie Battes knew the
statistical probability of being abducted in
her lifetime--too bad she never analyzed
the odds of falling in love with her captor...
While stopping at a crowded rest area one
summer night, seventeen-year-old Addie
accidentally catches a truck hijacking in
progress. Desperate to rid the crime of its
only witness, one of the thieves kidnaps
Addie. Yet surprisingly, when a renegade
thief attempts to silence her for good,
Addie is saved by the very man who
abducted her. Now, forced on board a
cargo ship in the middle of the ocean,
Addie finds herself surrounded by
international smugglers who want nothing
more than to throw her overboard. All
except the artistic and intriguing Charlie
Hays, whose strange protectiveness
convinces Addie to trust him, even when
common sense tells her otherwise. Yet,
despite her doubt, and his unrelenting
temper, their relationship develops into
something much more. But, Charlies
scorned colleague has stowed away, and as
he seeks revenge against his coworker,
Addie and Charlie are forced to put their
new love--and lives--at risk.
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in Mexico City Polar-opposite strangers Lola and Chelsea become partners on the run when they witness a murder
involving dirty cops and are framed for the crime. Watch Wanted Reviews - Metacritic The Wanted are a British-Irish
boy band consisting of members Max George, Siva Kaneswaran, Jay McGuiness, Tom Parker and Nathan Sykes. They
formed in
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